Cryptologic Language Analysts (CLA): “Member’s AFSC is _________. (Tested language) is/is not member’s CLANG. If (tested language) is NOT member’s CLANG, member is/is not using (tested language) operationally. If use is operational, dates of operational use are from _______ to _______. Member is entitled to FLPB at the (enhancement/sustainment) rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.3.”

Cryptologic Language Analysts (CLA): “Member’s AFSC is _________. (Tested language) is member’s CLANG. Member scored L__/R__/S__ on (last test date). Member is entitled to FLPB pay at the (enhancement/sustainment) rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.3.”

Language Dependent Position (LDP): “Member is in an LDP. The position number for the member’s billet is ____________. The language coded to this billet is (language). Member was assigned to this billet on (date). Member is entitled to FLPB pay at the (enhancement/sustainment) rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.4.”

RAS/FAO Officer: “Per PSDM (PSDM Number that selected member for RAS/FAO program), member was selected as a FAO for deliberate development. (Tested language) is within (assigned region), which is the region the member was assigned to. Member scored L__/R__/S__ on (last test date). Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.5.”

LEAP: “Member is a participant in the Language Enabled Airman Program (LEAP). Member’s CLANG is _________. Member scored L__/R__/S__ in (tested language) on (date of last test). Member is entitled to FLPB at the ________ rate per AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.6.”

AFPAK Hands: “Member is a participant in the AFPAK Hands Program. Member scored L__/R__/S__ in (Urdu, Pashto, or Dari) on (last test date). Member’s previous scores in (tested language) were L__/R__/S__. Member is entitled to FLPB IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.7.”

AFSOC, SOCOM, or MSAS Personnel: “Member is assigned to (AFSOC/USSOCOM/XXX MSAS) and is in an LDP. The position number for the member’s billet is ____________. The language coded to this position is (language). Member was assigned to this billet on (date). Member scored L__/R__/S__ in (tested language) on (last test date). Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.8.”

Olmstead Scholars: Member is an Olmstead Scholar in (program name) Program. The language required for which the member was accepted as an Olmstead Scholar participant is (language). Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate for (required language) IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.9.”
• **ODE Student:** “Member is in ODE Program *(program name).* The language required for which the member was accepted as an ODE participant is *(language).* Member scored L__/R__/S__ in *(tested language)* on *(last test date).* Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.10.”

• **IAAFA Student:** “Member is attending the Inter-American Air Forces Academy. The language required for the program is Spanish. Member scored L__/R__/S__ in Spanish on *(last test date).* Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.10.”

• **International Health Specialist:** Member *(is/is not assigned)* to a LDP in the International Health Specialist program. The position number for the member’s billet is *(position number).* *(Tested language)* is/is not required for member’s billet. Member has the HIS SEI *(SEI number).* Member is entitled to FLPB at the *(enhancement/sustainment)* rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.11.”

• **USAF Professor:** “Member *(is/is not)* Adjunct Foreign Language Faculty at USAFA. The language(s) which the professor instructs is/are *(language(s))* . Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate for *(tested language)* IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.12.”

• **AFOSI:** “Member is assigned to AFOSI *(WG07XXXX)* effective *(date).* Member scored L__/R__/S__ in *(tested language).* *(Tested language)* is outlined as an AFOSI Strategic Language on the AF SLL. Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.13.”

• **Exchange Program Participant (including, but not limited to: Military Personnel Exchange Program (MPEP) and Engineer and Scientist Exchange Program (ESEP) Airmen):** “Member is an Exchange Program Participant in *(program name).* The language required for which the member was accepted as an Exchange Program Participant is *(language).* Member scored L__/R__/S__ in *(tested language)* on *(last test date).* Member is entitled to FLPB at the enhancement rate IAW AFI 36-4002, paragraph 4.14.”